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Exterior Lighting
1.0

General Overview

The lighting strategy for the outdoor spaces is such that it supports the identity of the building itself, and connections to
nature. The night time lighting will not be excessive, but in harmony with its surroundings.
•
•
•
•
•

1.1

All external lighting will be designed to avoid night sky pollution / upward light spill.
Tree canopies will be illuminated from below with highly controlled optics and low light levels.
The external lighting will not overspill in to the adjacent residential property boundaries. Pole fixtures will be
of the highest quality optics.
External lighting will dim through the night as through route usage decreases.
Within the building at night the light overspill will be limited through the following lighting control mechanisms:
• Outpatient departments and general day care areas – lighting will be controlled on absence
detection and should generally be ‘off’ except for security checks.
• Patient bedrooms – will have blinds which are likely to be closed, patients control their own lighting
which is most likely to be off at night or at low level based on task lighting for reading
• On the East Façade of the building, accident and emergency will be open with lighting on. This is
at ground floor level and will therefore have the least impact to adjacent properties in terms of
overspill / visibility. Areas such as operating theatres will be in use for emergency operations only
and will be provided with blackout blinds to reduce light spill. Critical care / intensive care will be
operational at night albeit with lower lighting levels in the patient areas which are on the perimeter.
• The atrium lighting will be dimmed based on general reduced usage (closed to the general public).

Design Criteria

The following standards will be adopted in developing the external lighting design:
•
•
•
•

CIBSE Lighting Guide LG6:1992, Outdoor Environment
PD CEN/TR 13201-1:2014 (E), Road lighting. Guidelines on selection of lighting classes
ILP GN01:2011, Guidance Notes for the Reduction of Obtrusive Light
BS 5489-1:2013, Code of practice for the design of road lighting. Lighting of roads and public amenity areas.

1.1.1

Light Trespass

Light trespass is a measure of spill light which gives rise to annoyance, discomfort and distraction. It is evaluated
by measuring the amount of vertical illuminance on the windows of the properties surrounding a light installation.
ILP Guidance notes provides a set of tabulated target values that for a medium brightness zone are:
•
•

Ev < 10 lux Pre-curfew
Ev < 2 lux Post-curfew

1.1.2

Building Luminance

This requirement from the ILP Guidance Notes GN01 details how to avoid over lighting of architectural flood
lighting schemes. The pre-curfew average building illuminance should not exceed the following limit:
•

L < 10cd/m2 Post-curfew

1.1.3

Light Pollution and Control of Light Spill

The lighting strategy seeks to provide a secure environment for pedestrians whilst minimising light pollution,
particularly to the houses in the surrounding area. The lighting should not over light and waste energy and
should reflect the usage of the walkways whilst at the same time enhancing way finding by providing a clear
and simple visual language. All external lighting will be designed to avoid night sky pollution / upward light spill
and overspill to the adjacent residential property boundaries.
Light pollution can be simply defined as light directed into areas where is not needed or wanted, and can be
separated into basic parts:
•
•
•

Sky glow
Glare
Light trespass

Figure 1.1: Light Spill Diagram

The impact of light pollution can be reduced through considered design and using the following methods:
• Use of flat glass lanterns with horizontal cut-off
• Limit tilt angle of light fittings to be positioned, as far as practical, horizontal to the ground.
• Use of fixed louvres, cowls and snoots to prevent light spill outside of the task area.
• Correctly focussing light towards task areas.
• Use of appropriate illuminance and luminance criteria for each task area.

Figure 1.2: Useful Light Diagram

The primary walkways are within the hospital boundary and thus will be lit to a minimum of 10 lx either by
building mounted lighting or by amenity columns to provide the required levels on the path with zero upward
light and glare control to eliminate as far as possible glare to those outside the site boundary.
The secondary paths are of two types:
•

Paths to be lit with bollard type fixtures to provide a low level of illumination to the surface and reduce any
light visible from the houses to a minimum.
• Paths not requiring to be lit as they are secondary paths that will receive light from road.
The strategy will minimise light pollution for residents and users by the use of good quality durable fixtures with
exemplary optical design.

1.1.4

Light Colour and Quality

Both white light and coloured sources will be used throughout the project. The use of different colour
temperatures of white light will be used to highlight key elements within the scheme. All functional light sources
should be white in colour. All external routes should have a minimum colour rendering property of Ra 80.

1.2

Concept Proposal
1.2.1

Façade lighting

The night time image of the building will be defined by subtle lighting of the landscape, in particular trees located
on the roof of the podium building. Façade lighting / floodlighting is not proposed for most areas, with the
exception of flanking walls at the main entrance.

1.2.2

Roof Gardens

The oval garden has potential to extend its use after dark, planned through a variety of layered light effects to
suit the landscape themes. At night the garden should be seen as an integral element to the night time
environment and architecture. We propose that some feature lighting, and in a small 24hour garden, a functional
amenity be maintained. This helps remove the ‘black hole’ effect that can characterise gardens if they are not
lit.

Figure 1.3: Light behind trees and shrubs

1.2.3

Entrance

Specific lighting of selected surfaces can turn a bare concrete wall by day into a warm and inviting material by
night. Lighting areas behind large glass walls can help emanate a warmth from within. These strategies can
help use light to convey a welcome image of the building, its purpose and its operation.

Figure 1.4: Entrance Area Lighting

A – Up-lighting the side façades - welcoming effect
B – Spot beams from the ceiling
C – Subtle colour differences between main quadrants

The floor plane also has potential to integrate lighting at a low level via general path lighting or marker lighting.
The large tree at the entrance plaza will be illuminated both from below and from the roof projection, creating
different exciting scenarios. Other features including objects, sculpture and signage will have a combination of
feature lights and integrated lights in it with intelligent control.

1.2.4

Car Park

The car park approach at the B02 level will have low positioned lighting fixtures both on the bollards and
recessed in to the supporting walls. The low fixtures position will help to reduce light pollution and increase the
efficacy of the source.

Figure 1.5: Car Park Access Lighting

1.2.5

Roads

All roads within the site will be illuminated by pole mounted LED luminaires. All luminaires will be equipped with
photocell control. In addition, dimming will be considered to allow road illuminance levels to be reduced when
usage is low or late at night.
The new lighting aims to improve traffic conditions, mainly for pedestrians, and upgrade the main axis of the
neighbourhood, making it a more attractive place in which to live, work or visit.

1.2.6

Family Accommodation Unit

The family accommodation will not be provided with façade lighting. Subtle low level landscape lighting will be
provided within the private garden at the rear of the building.

1.2.7

Children’s Research and Innovation Centre (CRIC)

The CRIC is entered from a courtyard shared with the existing Trinity Research Building and the Haughton
Institute. In ground and bollard lights will illuminate the entrance pathway, highlight key features in the courtyard
and wash the entrance with a low level of light.

